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Io his History of the World. Arnold Toynbee Identified a

great cultural Jireu In the Near East ah the ' Syr lac clvlliz.a~

tlon'; and of It he wrote: 'The Syriac civilization arrived at

a particular conception of Cod which i * common to Judaism, Zoro-

astrl.inism, Christianity and Islam, but alien alike from the

Egyptic, SuntTlr, Indie or Hellenic veins of religious thought.'

As well as sharing to a largo extent theit concept of God, the**

four faiths have a number o\ doctrines In common. Most of I ti I r

adherents have subscribed, that is. In belief in heaven anil hull,

individual judgment at death, an appointed end ot the world, thl

resurrection of the body, a universal last judgnent and life

everlasting. That Islam, ttlf youngest of the group, owed a

great debt to Judaism and Christianity has never been disputed;

but what remains a matter lor continuing: debate Is the question

61 the relationship- between Judaism and Cii r isti anl t v on the one

hand, both nurtured, like islam, amonj', Semitic peoples, and Zoro-

astrlanisn on the other, the odd one out of the group, beinc an

Iranian religion preached by a prophet who, like the Buddha,

belonged to the Indo- Europea n family of nations.

Now of the beliefs Just outlined, none is attested In pre-

exilic Judaism. They appear in writings of the post-exilic

period, after the Jews had been subject for gener-iii-ns to the

Persians, who were Zoroas t r 1 sng . The deduction to bo. made

from this fact, once it was apprehended, seemed so clear that

the following conclusion was drawn already in the 19th century,
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in a passage which has been cited in successive editions of

Peake's Commentary on the Bible : 'The post-exilic period in

Jewish history saw a grafting on to the ancient Hebrew culture

ill" a new set of religious ideas and beliefs which had a new

kind of literature, namely apocalyptic literature , as its chief

vehicle of expression. The thoughts of men were turning towards

a supernatural and extra-mundane salvation. The origins of this

development are to be traced ultimately to Persian influence.'

With this and similar statements being made by Christian

theologians, one might expect Zoroas triani sm to be widely and

seriously studied in the West, with much the same eagerness and

curiosity which has been devoted to the Dead Sea Scrolls; but

in tact this great religion remains largely unknown, and work, on

it has been left in Lhe main to a handful of Orientalists, scat-

tered thinly through the universities of the world. There are

a number of reasons for this, and one is undoubtedly the instinc-

tive, fundamental rejection of the thesis of Zoroastrian infLu-

ence; for however strong the arguments might be for a massive

contribution by that faith to the formation of Christian beliefs,

all the instincts of those brought up in a Christian culture were

to refute or ignore them. From their earliest days. Christians

had learnt to think that there was only one people chosen by

Cod to prepare the way for Christ, namely the Jews. The stream,

of divine revelation had always seemed to flow along one course,

that of the Old Testament prophets; and the possibility of there

being another source of religious inspiration* a great confluent
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flowing out of Iran, was so startling, and such a threat to es-

tablished ways of thought, thai it was a natural reaction to

dismiss it out of hand, or at the most to acknowledge it wliti

the most cursory of references.

Another, academic, reason for the general -neglect of Zoro-

astrianlsm by theologians vor that, whereas the Dead Sea Scrolls,

once published, were accessible to any aerious scholar In the

Judaeo-Chrls tlan fluid, Zo roan t rlanlsm has its original associa-

tions with what Toynbee called the 'Indie' civilization, and the

study of Its sacred books demands a wholly different academic

training. 11 was reasonable, Lhereiorc, to leave this work, to

specialists, with ttic hope of being able to make use of their

detailed findings. Unfort unntely , however, 1 ua t because fcoro-

astrianlsm forms a link between two great hut entirely different

civilizations, and because It has been eclipsed in its own pro-

pur sphere, Iran - the ge.o y rnphlc a 1 hridge between India and the

Near East - by Islam, thern is no obvious place for its study

in an academic curriculum; and so scholars In this field have

always been few and far between. And, working often alone, and

without the restraining influence of a sufficient body nf informed:

and critical opinion, sane have veered wildly to extremes of

Inierpretntlon, leavi-ng colU'.igues in neighbouring disciplines

bewildered or skeptical. So in due course, a school of thought

came Into being among Christian theologians which sought to in-

vert the theory of influence, and to maintain that in fact it

was Judaeo-Christ ianl ty which had affected Zoroastrian ism , and



not the other way about. In this paper It Is intended to sketch

briefly the main causes of the rnnfueions that have beaet »m-
astrlan studies, and to indicate the extent of the nolle! know-

ledge whl«i. has by now boon gained, which should make It possi-

ble to form ft just estimate of its relationship with other world

rel ig ions

.

Zoroas t r ian ism - the religion preached h y the prophet

Zarathusht ra - is still I living faith, adhered to by the Zar-

dushtis of Iran and the Parsls of India; and this, one might

think, should have made it relatively eaoy to establish

nain tenets and observances. But in fact, scholars net great

obstacles here at first, created by the hardships and suffer-

ings which these two communities had undergone. For many cen-

turies - from the 6th century B.C. to the 7th century A.U. -

theirB had been a great imperial faith, upheld by rulers who

dooinated much of the Near and Middle EE«I ' Then Case the up-

surge of the Arabs, who conquered Iran and gradually imposed

Islam throughout the laud. Mosques replaced fire-temples, 7.oro-

astrian books were destroyed, and almost all traces of the old

religion were In the end! blotted out - so effectivelv that Zoro-

astrianlsm virtually disappeared from world history. Only a

handful of believers held by their ancestral faith, despite

prosely

t

Ik In g , social pressures and active persecution. Of them

one snail bund left Iran by ship in the 9th century to seek reli

gious frecdon elsewhere. They were received by the tolerant

Hindus of Gujarat, in western India, where they became known as



the Persians or 'Parsis' ('Persia' is in many usage* * synonym

for 'Iran'). There they lived in unobtrusive poverty for I

succeeding centuries, practising their religion freely among

the Hindus - although Moslem armies eventually retched Gujarat

also, and the Parsls experienced something of what t In- I r n.-rell-

giontsts In Iran l,.t .1 i .. undergo. In Iran the ZardUfthtis gradu-

ally fell back on two strongholds, the oasis cities of Yazdt and

Herman, both far fron frontiers and royal courts, and shut In

by deserts and mountains. Even there they formed m minority

only, encapsulated by a mainly hostile Moslem society, and utterly

unknown therefore to the outside world.

The name of Zoroaster (this being their rendering of Zara-

thushtra) had been handed dovn by the ancient Greeks as that of

a great Eastern Mage who belonged to remote antiqnitv; and a

stirring of lntereel to his teachings began In 17th-century

Europe, when an Oxford Orientalist, Thomas Hyde, tried to recon-

struct what he could of idem from a few Persian and Arabic sources

At about the same time, enterprising merchants began to make

their way to Iran and India, where they encountered the Parsis

and Che 'Caurs 1

,
an the Moslems contemptuously called the Zar-

dufihtis of Iran. (The word is thought to mean simply 'infidel'-)

By that time, the Elttle Iranian contnunlty had been reduced to

such poverty that 'poor as* a Gaur ' was a local proverb for

wretchednesB. Neve i i lie 1 ess, several travellers recognized these

still dignified, and notably honest, people as adherents of the

ancient Zoroastrlan faith, and questioned them eagerly about
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their beliefs and luatons - only co be net genrrally by a blank

vail of seeming ignorance and stupidity. We know now that this

was only assumed, 1 <> r Letters survive from this tine, written by

Irani priests to the Pars lb, which show that both communities

had then a clear faith, and were scrupulous in maintaining rites

und observances; but centuries of persecution had taught them

the value of silence as a defence against Moslem mockery and in-

sults. And airier the Europeans had their chief dealings, natur-

ally, with Moslems, they net thei with equ crvo. The same

was true more or less of the Tarsis; and the unhappy result of

the travellers' reports was that Western scholars early formed

the opinion that the living community had been so ground down

by poverty and persecution that little useful could be learnt

from then.

One merchant wrote, however, of spoiun a greet book in the

hands of the '(ieurs'; and In the mid-18th century an ardent young

Frenchman, Anquetll du Perron, set off as an enlisted soldier

of the East India Company (for he had no munuv lot the voyage),

determined tn acquire such a book from the Parol*. In this he

-; brilliantly ailCCt ful, far he not only rannaged to purchase

a manuscript of t h< - nVeitti - the Zoroastrlan Bible - hut also,

to the deep indignation gf the rest of the commun I I y . persuaded

an elderly Parsi priest, called Darab, to translate the whole

work tor hin. Oarflb was no great scholar, and communication be-

tween him and Anqvetil was inevitably inperfect, so that one

ust marvel at the fact that the French translation which



Anquetll eventually brought back with him. Although rough, gave

nevertheless a very fair idea of the general content of much of

the ZoroitAtr ian holy book, Anquetll also published w i t li his

translation detailed and Invaluable notes on Pars! rituals and

observances.

Orthodox Zoroastrian belief was chat the whole of the Avesta

was r«V«al«d by God to their prophet, and atnBhrloed Zoroaster's

own words; and it was thus, accordingly, that Anquetll presented

his liurd-won treasure to Europe, where many |...rned men were

profoundly shocked by it. They had looked, in the light o|

Creek tradition, for words of noble wisdom And philosophical

lightennent, and found instead what seemed , Ln that first taper-

feet rendering, to be Che scripture of a po I y theisttc , ritual-

istic faith, in which invocations of many godfl appeared moru

prominent than any mu.il or spiritual aspirations. W> know now

that this is largely because the surviving Aves:a i^ In fact a

liturgical book. Thr ee -q <i » r r ers of the original work, li
I

estimated - including all the sections directly concerned with

expounding doctrine and ethics - had bean lost in the cenlurlefl

following the Moslem conquest. Some I 8t h- r i-n tur y scholars, how-

ever* lacking this perspective, harshly disnlsssd Anquetll%

great discovery as spurious. Others, however, addressed them-

selves to the task oC trying, with the key which he had given

them, to reach a better understanding of the ancient text.

Indo-European comparative philology was Just then in its

infancy, and there was excitement at the realisation that there
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wexe great similarities between the newly recovered Avestan

language and that of the Rlgveda, the oldest Indian rellgioua

work. Helped by this knowledge, and by the acquisition of more

manuscripts from India, a Danish scholar. Wester gnard , published

the first edition of the Aw* to in 1852; and a tew years later

a brilliant younp. fie man philologist, Martin Haug, made tw..

radical discoveries: firstly, that the Avesta was a composite

work, made up (like the Old Testament) of texts from various

dlfferi-Mi epochs; and secondly, that embedded anung the real Wafl

a group of seventeen hymns It* s rauch raurc archaic dialect, and

that It way cheat hymns, and these alone, which i.uuld be regar-

ded as the authentic utterance of Zoroaster himself.

It tfl now ifcugnized that these seventeen hymns, called the

Gathas, nrc amonx the most difficult compo sit io nn in the whole

of uitrld literature, and over a hundred years later scholars are

still Btruggltns far agreement in translating then. The diffi-

culties arise partly becaiiHc dJ their antiquity and their lin-

guistic isolation (which means that they contain a high [ir.tjtar-

tion of unknown words); and partly because in them Zoroaster's

lofty thoughts and aspirations found expression in what was evi-

dently even in his own day - probably well before 1000 B.C. -

an ancient and highly stylised poetic torn, subtle and allusive

rather than expository. Unless one already has some knowledge

from another source of his basic doctrines, l»in utterances here

remain necessarily therefore largely enigmatic, Anquetll's pre-

liminary translation, based on uirab's, certainly gave no real
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help fur their comprehension; and in the light of present know-

ledge, we can see that the Zoroastrians themselves had lost the

understanding of the literal meaning of these exalted works re-

latively early - probably in the pre-Christian era. They vener-

ated them, however, an mantra s , that t3, oa sacred words which,

if recited accurately and with laith, had power in themselves.

This did not necessarily mean, however, that Zoroaster's follow-

ers had thereby Last all knowledge of the substance uf l heir

prophet's teachings, which, since he had meant them to reach a ] L

mankind, lie must have often expounded, in the course of a long

life, in plain words to ordinary people.

This, however, was the assumption which Haug made. He

had been aisled, like the resi of Europe, by the traveller?'

tales into thinking L ha L [lie contemporary Zoroastrians were ig-

norant of their own religion; and he transposed this mistaken

state of affairs Into the remote past, and assumed that Zoroas-

ter's earliest followers had almost instantly forgotten or cor-

rupted their prophet's teachings. This, he thought, would ex-

plain the regrettable polytheism and ritualism apparent in the

rest of the Avesta - the 'Younger Avesta', ae scholars term it,

because it is all linguistically later than the Gathas. So he

supposed that he could justifiably ignore all post-Cathie texts

as heretical and concentrate on the task of translating the

Gathas simply by the light of his own intelligence, and his

knowledge of Vedic.

Haug was eager, evidently, to use his. discovery of the
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auLhorship of the Cathas co vindicate Zoroaster in the eyes of

19th-century Europe as a teacher and prophet; and he managed to

produce. In all sincerity, a new translation which did just

that - which presented him as a strict monotheist, who addressed

Cod with heartfelt prayers, but rejected all beliefs in other

divine beings, and all rituals and sacrificial offerings-

It Is easy now to see the various traps into which flaug fell

in order Co be able Co reach these conclusions. Ihe word deva

is used in the Vedas as a general term for 'god'; but Zoroaster

(for what reason it will probably never be known) applied the

Avestan term daeva Co a particular group of martial gods - beings

held to delight in combat and strife - whose worship he denounced.

Haug, relying on the Vedic usage, not unnaturally concluded that

in denouncing these particular divinities, Zoroaster was reject-

ing all gods other than the supreme Lord. Then he interpreted

anocher group of divine beings, Che 'Holy Tmmorcals,' whose

names reverberate through the Cathas, and who are still the ob-

jects of veneration among Zoroastrians today, as being simply

aspects or faculties of God; arid so he was able to reconcile their

existence with the theory of Zoroaster's strict monotheism.

(This was possible because these greac Beings hypostatize abstract

qualities or states, as is the case with a number o£ divinities

in the old Lndo-lranian religion.) Finally, there are many re-

ferences in Che GaLhas to cruelty Co cattle. It 1s now recog-

nized chat cattle-imagery in the Avesta has parallels with New

Testament imagery of sheep and lambs, and that in both cases
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the use of such imagery was Cully compatible with ritual sacri-

fice, devoutly offered; hut Haug interpreted Zoroaster's words

to mean In each instance* a passionate rejection of blood-sacri-

fice. He Further explained one obscure verse, in which the use

of an unnamed intoxicant Is denounced.* as being a ban on the

preparation and offering of the haoraa -plan t , which down to today

reuains the central rite of Zoroastrlan worship. There are many

references in the rounder Avesta to sacrifice and to the

ha_oma-o f Fer ing , and so hiss I n t t*r pre t a t i on of Zoroaster's words

In these regards strengthened Haug's conviction that hll follow-

ers had, almost from the loncnt of their prophet's death, be-

trayed and neglected hll t cachings , These teachings, Haug was

therefore forced to conclude, liad accordingly renfll n»-il unheeded

until rediscovered by him himself, seated at his 19th-century

desk, and aided by the new tool of comparative philology.

When one looks back from the vantage- point of present know-

ledge, it may seem astonishing that a young scholar could thus

set his own judgment, slenderly based on what was virtually a

pioneer study of one small group of texts - and deeply enigmatic

texts at that - against the whole later scripture of a once

mighty faith. But Europe in the 19th century was very sure of

Itself, and ready to instruct the world; and Haug's interpreta-

tion found wide acceptance there - largely because it re-estab-

lished Zoroaster as a prophet of whom the enlightened West could

approve - more or less, that is, as a rational and ethical the-

ist, who made minimal demands for observance.
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Haug himself., however, was brought Into contact with living

Zoroastrianism through an invitation to tfeach Sanskrit in India.

While he was there, he followed Anquetil in learning all that he

could of Pars! cuatoms and beliefs, but without, in his case,

any thought that these could help to illumine Zoroaster's own

teachings. What was positively harmful, moreover, lor the devel-

opment of Zorouatrian studies was that this dedicated scholar

gave a series of lectures to Parsi audiences, in which he ex-

pounded his own interpretation of the Oathas with vigour and

complete conviction. Most of his listeners were shucked by what

seemed to them blasphemy - as ahocked as many Christians were

to be when first confronted with higher criticism of the Bible;

but one group listened eagerly. This was made up of men who had

been educated at British schools in Bombay, and who were already

seeking means to reconcile the doctrint-a arid practices of their

ancient faith with the world of contemporary Western thought

and science. Haug unexpectedly provided them with a startlingly

simple solution, for according to him they could Jettison almoHt

all traditional beliefs and observances, and still account them-

selves faithful followers of Zoroaster. They speedily set on

foot a 'reform' movement within their small community, and this

meant that thereafter the Parsla were divided, and could not

Speak with a single voice In the continuing debate about the na-

ture of thell prophet's teachings. Moreover, since the reformer;

were mostly Western-educated, and wrote in English, it was theli

utterances, and not those of the orthodox, which reached Europe,
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where they werp Innocently taken to be proof that Hdug's inter-

pretation of chc Gathaa must be correct, since it reflected the

be] tofa of Zoroaatrlans themselves. This has remained a source

of continuing confusion.

Meantime, while llaug was in India, An English engineer,

E.C.. West, who worked on. the Bombay railways, h^d til irovcred

fron the Part in the existence of a secondary Zoroastrlan liter-

ature in PahUvi, and ha d begun to study and translate this with

scientific enthusiasm and cner&y- With this Pahlavl literature,

which is con* idernb ly mure extensive than Che surviving Avesta,

Zoroa s t r i ant am enters the sphere, of Toynbi-e's 'Syriac civiliza-

tion'. Zoroaster himself lived and taught, probablv In the mid-

dle of the second millennium B.C., in the far north-east of

Iran; and from there his fulth gradually spread over t lie whole

land, including Persia proper, in the south-west. It was the

religion of the first Persian Empire, founded by Cyrus the Great

hi 559 B.C.; of the succeeding Parthian Empire; and of the se-

cond Persian Empire, which Kurcombed eventually to the Arabs.

During all this stretch of time, down to about the mld-4th cen-

tury A.D., the Zoroastrlan priests Maintained their holy works

in oral t r,i nsmi an I o n , holding them to bo too Sacred to he en-

trusted to the foreign Invention of writing. The Cathan them-

selves were strictly memorised, and the Younger Avesta too took

on a fixed form from relatively early times, in wli-i had become

dead church language; but the secondary literature - transla-

tions of Avestan texts, glosses, commentaries and the like -
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existed always in Che contemporary vernaculars, and was reshaped

by each generation for its own enllghl enmen t . So by the chance

of history this literature survives f o t us only in Middle Per-

i (also called P.jhlavi) because this was spoken during the

ond Persian Enplro. which w;is the last great Zoroastrlan

epoch. There Is a ^ap of several hundred yeiirs, therefore, be-

tween this Pnhlavi llteratun- (
; ron the south-west) and even the

Younger Aveatan texts, (from the north-east) with virtually no

other then I oj.' i ra 1 material surviving between tlwir.

West's admirable translation? oC Pahlavl works were used by

one of the greatest of Zoroas t r i an scholars, .1 countryman of

Anquetil's, James Darmes teter , who in his turn travelled to Bon-

bay nnd sought to learn still more of Parai nhstrvances , to Il-

lumine a new translation of the whole Avesta, which he published

in the 1890'a. West had shown that the Pahlavl literature in-

cluded renderings of many missing parts of the Avesta, and so

adc it possible to form a much clearer idea of the Zoroastrlan

doctrinal and ethical system than could be gained from the li-

turgical texts alone; and from studying the Pahlavl bonks, Dar-

leiUter came to the < oncluslon that, late though theM were in

their survivinp, form, the religion expounded in them was 'a faith

ful reflection, in Its theology and ethics, of the ideas of E

Gathas,' so that they provided in fact an invaluable key to the

sublime complexities of the Gathas themselves. He further held

that the Parals, with their noble moral code, self -d isc Ipli oe

,

anil abundant charity, were still living according to the precepts
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Ot Lbeir prophet. Iiarneste t t r , chat Is, was the first scholar

i maintain, and try to show, that the Soroas tr 1 .-in tradition

Is a unified one, and harmonious from beginning to end, from

Che teachings of Zoroaster down to the orthodoxy of the present

day - although even he was Influenced by Haug In one fundamental

point, in that be accepted the theory that ZoroaKter had preached

a strict monotheism. This then obliged even him to postulate a

measure of betrayai in the beliefs of his followers.

However, had Daroesteter been generally listened to. the

course of /.oroastrlan studies might have run more smoothly; but

unfortunately by the time that he published his findings, sev-

..' r .1 1 generations of scholars had imbibed Haul's theory of a

complete break in early Zoroascri an tradition, and this had al-

ready hardened into academic dogma. Moreover, it requlrwd .in

unusual width of scholarship to follow in the Frenchman's; foot-

steps, uniting as hi did t lie study of Avestan and Pahlavi, with

support from Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic- and Gujarati. Although

the language of the Pahlavi texts is relatively simple, the

script in which they are written is a difficult one, for It Has

too few characters, and is strewn with Aramaic ideograms. To

study Pahlavi thoroughly one needs therefore some training in

Semitic languages, whereas to work on the Gathas one must have

a knowledge of Vedtr. Following Haug rather than Dartnes tecer

freed the Vedic scholar from the obligation to learn Pahlavi, and

•llowed the student of later Zoroas

t

rianism largely to ignore

the Gathas. This is not to suggest that any scholar ever
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COnac I ousl y adhered to llaug's theory bvcaun* of thin; but the

fact that this is hov Zorn-istrhn studies divide linguistically,

has undoubtedly helped to keep that theory sturdily alive. And

its r.'levrtnce to the question of Zoroa Htr la » Influence Is title:

the characteristic doctrines comnimi to Judoec-Christ I an lty .md

to Zn roas trianlsra are first fully net out In the Pahlavl books,

vdich were nol written down uni 11 the Christian era. So when

Haug 1 b interpretation gained currency, W-estcro theologians could

argue - and did - that chronologic.il precedence was with the

Judaco-Chr 1 s

t

inn Erudition, and su influence might reasonably

be held to have flowed from that to Zoroastrlanl sn , which (accord-

ing to Hauft's Interpretation) was a religion virtually without

doctr Ines

.

One ni tin- many difficulties for maintaining thta theory

was undoubtedly chat raised by the matter t» I ethics. The more

thai wns Krfrnt of I he Parsls, the. more warmly everyone agreed

that their lofcv standard of morality was 'Gathlc" - in accord,

that la, with what was demanded of his followers by Zoroaster.

Bui how to account for a community hawing betrayed their prophet's

doctrines within a generation or two of his death, and yet having

maintained his ethical teachings, unsupported hv theology,

through both prosperity and persecution, for some 3000 years?

The thforisers lent heavily on the * ref oruis t ' movenu'itt among the

Parsls, and tried to establish some historical b<ickgro unci for it

to bridge the gup between it and the Oathas. It so happened that
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to the effect that they were much more devout and orthodox Zora-

astrians than their defeated rivals, the Parthlnns. So on this

basis a theory watt evolved that this was the tine (iron the 3rd

to the 6th centuries A.D.) of Zoroastrian reform - that somehow

(no one troubled to explain how) the Persians had then managed

to return to the pun- iiMchingH of their prophet, that is, to

ri^id mono theism and minimal observance; and that it was this

reformed faith which had survived under Islam, to declare itself

through enlightened Pars-is in the 19th century. Et is a tribute

to the power that academic dogma can exert that fills absurd theory

not only established itself but is still being repeated In print

today, although In Fact this period of putative 'reform' was the

very time when the Pihlavi books vere being written down, and

their contents are full In accord with thoas «-i the Younger Avesta,

in both theology and ritUBl injunctions.

One reason why thin and other groundless theories have- been

readily propounded and ha ve flour i shed in the field of Zoroastrian

Is undoubtedly that the arbitrary severance of the enigoatic

Gathas from the intelligible later traditions of the faith set

the door wide open for uncontrolled theorising about the nature

of Zoroaster's teachings. And a contributory factor was that

the small number of scholars specialising in pro-islamic Iran

were overwhelmed this century by a mass of nr.wly discovered, non-

Zeroastrian material. Must of this came from axcavations along

the old trade routes across Inner Asia, where archaeologists,

searching for Turkish remains, were astonished to find manuscript-
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fragments in nc_> It-wi-r than four previously unknown ^Mdd^e Iranian

languages, as well as many In Middle Persian, thai Is, in the

actual language of the Pahlavi books, but written In a much

clearer script, without ideograms. There was no Avestan, because

those manuscripts enrac from the ruins of Manichnean, Buddhist

and Nestorian Christian sites; and naturally the wealth of fresh

material distracted attention from Soroaetrian studies. But in

the long run the Inner Asian Finds have proved an invaluable

help for these, and especially for a clearer und e r st and ing of

the Pahlavi books. Their discovery also atintulaced work on liv-

ing; Iranian dialects, and new light was whed through all this on

Avestan vocabul.:' and syntax. Meanwhile linguistic studies

vent on ol the Vedas and the Gathaa themselves, with continual

progress t o wards .1 fuller literal understanding of Zoroasrcr 'm

own wo?

But while irjulan phi 1 " 1 «£, i* is uirre eagerly working on

their newly-dlscovfiud trcaHtre, the study of Zorcifls tr tan Ism for

Its own sake was largely Lift either to generallbts in the Held

of religion, or to scholars from neighbouring disciplines, who

were attracted to some particular aspect of this faith. The most

influential of the generalise undoubtedly has been Duner.il,

who since 1924 has published almost 100 works bearing on the

theme of a r econutr uc ted Indo-European religion - a religion

which, the French scholar maintained, was shaped hy the three

functions of sovereignty, aggressive force and productivity.

The godw themselves, he held, were divided into three groups
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according to these three functions; and ZoroastrUnism was one

of the religions which he pressed into service to prove this

hypothesis. And since there is not a scrap of evidence in the

lucid Younyi-r Avesit-i to substantiate II, he turiud t . > die Gathnii

for his source. >:.i iier. fee aa 1 n i h I led, had del ilu-t ,*i c | v r.-

pluced the old I ndo-Eu r upean K"d:i l> y I lie 'holy ImmorldlH 1 of hi

own revelation, wtlOH he rtill assigned, however* to the three

functions through an elaborate system of corrcupondences, Then

after, Dumczll supposed, the prophet's followers - 'Infidel

Zoroastr iams ' he termed thorn - lost the key to this -.ubtle sys-

tem, and revived the worship of the old gods aide by aide with

Chat of trie Holy Immortals, and so obscured the tripartite sch<

which had given their true significance to Zoroaster's teaching!! .

These remained accordingly misunderstood until Dumbzll made In

own investigational of them some three millennia later.

approach, lltul Is, tfefl parallel to Haug's, but his lusions

were utterly differci tl

With ironic appropr la t eneso , Dunezil's theory produced a

threefold reaction among Iranlsts. Some poll inly ignored it.

Some sought vigorously to refute it, |7)d some accepted It who 1 .-

heartedly. The chief spokesman fnr I h < third group has been

the Belgian scholar, Uuchesne-Cui 1 1 en I n , by training an Iranian

philologist. He has written extensively on Zoroas tr ian i sn , both

{or a specialized and a general readership, and so has made

Duets 11 a
s interpretation widely known. It is evident that this

is a complex one, requiring elaborate exposition; and so. although
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both Dumezil and Due hosne-Guil lemin write with French clarity,

the results of their works have considerably confused the gen-

eral understanding of Zoroas trianism

.

Meantime In the 1930's another distinguished scholar, H.S.

Nyberg, a Semltist, developed an interest In Zoroas t r ianisra

through studying the Ideograms in Pahlavi. He cane to agree

with Darnrsffrr about the unity of the Zoruastrlan tradition,

seeing it aa flowing In an uninterrupted stream tram the prophet

down to recent times; and he produced a weighty book full of

learning and valuable insights on this subject. But he-tore he

began working on Zoroaatr lanism, Nyberg had been det.-ply Impressed

by the shamuiii hdi of Inner Asia, and he became convinced that

Zoroaster was a shaman, and that the Gftthai were ecstatic utter-

ances, spoken by him In trance. But he supposed that Zoroaster,

originally a monotholst as well as a shaman, had hlmsolf later

in life revised his early teachings on pragmatic grounds, by

admitting the worship of a number of divinities who*. Nyberg held

to have been the supreme gods of various Iranian tribes. The

Swedish scholar thus accepted after all the standard view that

there had been a radical change in the tradition, but he held,

Idiosyncrat tc a 1 ly , that this change had been made by the prophet

himself. In a post-Gat h 1 c period.

The ideas ol Dune's 11 and Nyberg were blended and developed

by the Swedish scholars Wlkandcr and Widengren, Who In their

very different ways have both indulged In considerable flights

of speculation and fantasy. Meantime the eminent archaeologist.
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E. Herxfeldi wroti I two-volumeri work which presented Zoroaiiter

as an acute statesman at the court of King Darius, In the 3th

century B.C.; while Hint and Zaehner followed an ejrtier tradition

in presenting Zoronstrijuisn a* having indeed had gr«*at influence

on Christianity. But they each in very different vays curried

this to th«* point of treating Zoroascrianlsm .is no more thnn an

earlier turn; of Christianity, which hnii lost its own vitality

and aignl! Uance once it had handed over the torch to the youn

faith. A great gulf yawned therefore between their interpreta-

tions and those of !)umf zil , Nyberg and Hcrzfcld; while the

Franco-Polish scholar. Mole, cried yet another approach l>y treat-

ing Zoroas t r Ian iim (in a very large book) entirely on phem >> >

nulogicai lines, and so divorced from any historical real i

*

There have thus been offered a bewildering divcrslLy of

interpretations of Zoro a a t r ia n i so within a few decades, with the

differeat .authors sometimes totally ignoring one another. And

not one of these interpretations has any close or consistent

bearing on the realities of Zoroastrlan belief or practice. So

it is tempting to adapt the words of the honoured teacher, W.B.

Hennlng, and to say: 'it is comforting to think that they cannot

all he right. It Is even acre comforting to think that perhaps

none of them Is so 1

.

This Is not to suggest that aoaething cannot be learned

from each of these works on Zoroastrianlsm, if only it can be

sifted out; but the fundamental weakness which all these twen-

tieth-century studies share, in my opinion, 1b that their authors
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have concentrated on texts, and have paid little or no heed to

iihsiTvanct? or living tradition. Even among those peoples whom

Muhanmaii tassed an being 'of che book', scripture has hud CO

be Interpreted through the continuing tradition; and the Zoto-

astrians were no t | 'people of the book'. Indeed, before this

made grounds | rsecutlon under Islam, they would undoubt-

edly have scorned such a title. For llit-y respected, not a writ-

ten but 4ii oral tradition, and an inheritance of beliefs and

tiecs transmitted by word of mouth and by example from gen-

eration to generation. Zutoaitrianisn Ln this respect resembles

Christianity during ita first fifteen hundred ypiirs of life, when

the Bible existed .ml v in manuscript and in Learned tongues,

sately locked away from the comprehension of ordinary men, more

i.h.m It docs Christianity today. Yet moat scholars hava treated

the surviving Avestan texts as if they had the same Importance

in the religious lives of Zoroastriane as the printed Bible in

the vernacular has had for Christians in modern times; and this

mistaken emphasis, together with a large indifference to Zoro-

astrian devotional practice had led to what seem* at times an

almost complete distortion of the faith-

Fortunately, while Western scholars toiled over the text of

the Avesta, or spun theories around Its contents, the Parsls

prospered, gained new confidence, and, casting off the reticence

of centuries, published more and more Pahlavi text* froa manu-

scripts in their possession, their priests also wrote detailed

descriptions of thvlr forns of prayer and worship, and actually
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enacted their major rituals for serious inquirers. This has made

it Micadlly more possible to apprehend Zotohh I r ian i sm as a coher-

ent wlmle, rather than as a collection of textual and doctr iiul

problems. Because ZoroastrUns keep strict purity laws, unbe-

liever* are not ordinarily allowed to be pr» «t their rell-

lervlccs, and su thc&e remained tor .1 Long lime largely

u 1 1 .1 it, ll i .j r io the tfi it 1 win* re it was mistaken lv thought tha t

Chty WeTfl entirely .-1 natter for priests, rather than for the

community at large; and this encouraged scholara to dismiss thi-m

a.H 'ayateriouc' rites of only peripheral importance, it is

only of late, however, when the Irani Zardushti* too have become

nure open with inquire r; , that it has at l.nl emerged that the

centr.il BCCO of Zoi it Ian worship are doctrlnaliv significant,

and halve probably done more than anything else - certainly more

tlifin uiy written tc>ct - to keep Zoroaster's own teachings alive

for his followers down the ages. Moreover, h r» the nature and

meaning of these acts of worship have become clearer, it has

become possible (in my opinion) to trace a striking continuity

In the devotional as well as the doctrinal system of the faith.

This then provides solid evidence in support of Darn es teter ' s

tlu sis that the doctrines set out in the Pahlavi books are in

substance those of the '..at has; and this means that the belle]

common to the four religion* of Toynbee's 'Syrlac civilization'

have demonstrably a clear chronological precedence In the Iranian

faith.

Let us then consider very briefly what these beliefs and
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practices were. tt is generally accepted that n dominant cliur-

acterlHtlc of Zo roast r ianism at all stages Ifl that it is a reli-

gion «>f justice. Zoroaster preached that God is wholly just, as

well as wholly wise and good; and he could not attribute to Ills

any association, however remote, with the evil and suffering wh

>

so often seem unjustly to afflict the good In this life. So he

i
i iilw-d a startllngly new, duallstlc doctrine. He was convt n< •

ili.u he had received n revelation which showed Chat all justici

goodness, wisdom and truth stemmed from Cod; and all Injustice,

cruelty and wickedness Xrom his adversary, the Hostile Spirit.

Both B«Mngs Zoroaste- » i*»ld as existing uncreated coeval but

dp.irt, in the beginning, when nothing else vat . But God wv

11*- .1 1 1 -embracing wlsdOBii foresaw that LI hi and the Hostile

Spirit could encounter, It would be possible I iii the end for | I

to overcome and destroy evil, and so make * universe that was

wholly and purely good.

So, Zoroaster taught. God created this world as a battle-

ground where their forces could meet. But first he created from

hi* own divine essence seven lesser divinities, the 'Holy Immor-

tals', to aid him In his task; and they in their turn brought

other divine helpers Into being - and ic Is this which, Co the

uninstructed or the prejudiced, gives Zoroas t r la n ism the appear-

ance of a polytheistic faith. Its lesser divinities are all.

however, servants of the one Cod, their Creator, and share under

hln the common aim of strengthening good and combating evil.

In the Cathas Zoroaster more than once refers to God as the
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'father' of out? of the Immortals; but this is a figurative image

and the Zoronsirlnn priestn, In their early Biieounterg with

Christians, insisted that it was they who were In fuct the truer

mono the i s t s , because they adhered to Zoroaster's te.nhing that

In the beginning Cod alone existed, the sole uncreated benefi-

eient Being, whereas the Christians believed in the eternal co-

existence ot Father aad Son.

With his divine helpers Cod then created this world in

;en stages, perfect In every part. And these seven acts of

iii ion, and the seven great divine beings who accomplished them,

hove been iclvbrated down th- gea by the I <jz oas tt iarifl through

even holy days of obligation, which provide the framework for

their devotional year. According to their tradition (and I see

no reason to doubt 1 C ) these holy days were established li v Zoro-

aster hlmsell. t.> Inculcate, his fundamental doctrines. There-

after, as God in his omniscience had foreseen, the Hostile Spirit

attacked the originally perfect world. In blind malignancy,

inflicting phyuical and moral evil everywhere. Thus began the

tine of Mixture, tn which we live now, and It is the duty of

every man, having been made aware through God's revelation of

the nature of things, to choose to fight on the side of good

against evil In every walk of life, on the physical as well as

I

the moral plane, in order to bring about the destruction of evil

ind the restoration of the original* wholly good state.

Zoroaster was thus the first prophet to preach both that

creation has a purpose, and that the present state of things
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will one day cease. This doctrine ia common to the four faiths

of the 'Syrlac' civilization, but it was unknown in early Judaism

where the generations of men were thought to succeed one another

endlessly - in the words of Job, 'They perish for ever without

any regarding it* (Job IV. 20).

Zoroaster spoke not only ol the ultimate end of this state

of mixture, but also of the fate of the individual soul at death.

Man, he taught, is the creature of (iod , and at death his sou]

will be judged by his Maker, according to what he has done to

further God's cause on earth. All a dead man's good thoughts,

words and acts will be placed on one side of the divine scales

of justice, his evil ones on the other. If the good weigh more

heavily, che soul ascends co Heaven, if the bad, it coes down

to Hell; and for the very few whose stores of good and evil

exactly counter-balance, there exists a third place, a grey limbo

without joy or pain.

During this present time of mixture Eeaven and Hell are to

be experienced in spirit, only. The pagan Iranians had earlier

evolved a belief in a future for the soul in a heaven of all

delights, but attainable only by the great and powerful; and in

connection with this, it seems, they had reached a doctrine con-

cerning the resurrection of the body, so that these delights

could be experienced as fully in heaven as in this world. This

resurrection (to judge from Indian parallels) was held to take

place within a year after death. But for Zoroaster, matter could

not be made pure and immortal again until the final defeat of
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evil; and 80 h a Modified this doi-trine into belief In what the

Pah lav 1 books call 'the future body,' that 1 m , a resurrection

of the body at the hh«! i» f Limn. At that ^rear triumphant womani

Che earth will give up the dead, and all souls will he reunited

with their resurrerte«l bodies; nnd they, and Ml...
i 1 I I living

at th.it time, will together undergo the L*»1 int. which

will finally separate the blessed from the dsained* Then a grt.it

river of molten metal will flow over Che earth. Tn the good the

fiery flood will seen as pleasant as warn milk, but t h •> wicked

will perish In It. together with the Hostile Spirit I n d I I the

r fifia i n i n p I reef Ol BVil

.

A last great religious rite will then he - • I •u t zed , hy

which i nrnur t n I i
t
y will be conferred on men in the flesh ft a well

as in the Spirit * And the kingdom of God will cone again upon

earth. Zoroaster emphasised throughout his teachings the good-

ness of this physical world In its pure original hi
. and it

is here, and! not in a remote heaven, that he Lo-oked '"or man's

future happiness. This doctrine of the goodness of nutter gives

force to his tej.hing concerning the resurrection of the body,

whereby man returns fully to the pristine state in which he was

first created; and the seventh and last of the holy days of obli-

gation Is celebrated Joyfully by ZoroasLrUn.. B« a spring-time

feast of the resurrection, and an annual reminder that evil will

one day be defeated, and Immortality conferred again on the world

of good.

The salient feature of the whole group of Zoroaster's
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oschatologli-fll doctrines lb that they all derive C6Hcnti.il ly

from the basic principle of Cod's justice. It is l:i Zoroastrian-

ism, a religion which teaches Che perfect, unwavering equity

of God, unmodified hy mercy or love, chat the doctrines of the

individual ttud lnwt Judgments have their full, n 'l< force;

and there Is. no douhl lti«»t the we doctrines, vividly .ipprvh ended,

have had i nuijor pjtt in maintaining ZOTQaetrlen illty at its

high level down the centuries.

The (Jathas themselves seen filled wit fi * bi rh^t the

glorious restoration nf the world would noi he Long delayed; yet

in the end Zoroaster Must have realised thai h*- hiiii-wlf would

not 1 i v • t • -.<(. ih.it great climax:; and he appear* t< have t-iughE

thAt it would be finally brought about with Chi h--' oi one who

would COIOS aftei turn, the Saoshyant or Saviour. In due cour.se

his followera evulvrri n belief that this SaVlOUl Would hi- horn

of Zoroaster's own seed, miraculously preserved in .1 lake. One

day. when the end of time is near, a virgin will bathe in this

lake and become with child, and will bear a son, the) Saviour, who

will lead the forces of good in their last stand against evil.

A rich apocalyptic literature grew up around this belief, and

this was probably especially cultivated In the 4th century B.C.,

when the conquest of Iran by Alexander the Great brought blood-

shed and misery to the land, and turned men's thoughts more ar-

dently than over to hopes of the coming Saviour. The Zoroas-

trian apocalyptic tradition is reflected in Greek literature and

survives in the fahlavl books.
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By the time o£ Alexander's conquest, in 131 B.C., tiie .lew-;

had been subject to Che Persians for over 200 years, and had

found theirs an the whole o light yoke. From the bt-ginning they

had indeed regarded the Persians as their benefactors, since it

was Cyrus the Great who released them from captivity in Babylon.

In II Isaiah Cyrus is even extolled as both a servant of Yahweh

and an upholder (in tru-e Zoroastrian fashion) of justice: 'I an

Yahweh, I have called you (Cyrus) in righteousness, 1 have taken

you by the hand and kept you ... Cyrus will bring forth justice

to the nations ... He will not fall ... till he has established

justice* in the earth* (II Isaiah, 42.6.1). The Jews, whose pro-

phet thus celebrated their deliverer, were a tiny, insignificant

community in the sight of the Iranian King of kin^s, and at chat

epoch vast temporal power and authority lay with Zoroas

t

rlanism .

But power and wealth and just dealings would hardly in themselves

have sufficed to make the Jews susceptible to Zoroastrian influ-

ence, if the cwo faiths had not had much already in common -

notably belief in one Cod, to be worshipped without images; and

an ardent pursuit o£ righteousness, with the conviction that

man would be rewarded or punished by Cod for his actions. The

pre-exilic Jews looked for such rewards and punishments in this

life, on which all their thoughts and endeavours were concentra-

ted; and it seems that the Zoroastrian expectation of supra-mun-

dane justice only gradually influenced their outlook, for it

does not appear in Jewish literature until after Alexander's con-

quest. The Jews then became in due course subject first to
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Alexander's heirs, the Seleucids. and then to the Komaii9 , under

whom they suffered persecution; and it seems to have been during

those dark epochs chat some of them embraced the hope that Zoro-

aster had held out, of finding in the afterlife a Justice which

seemed to fail upon this earth. When the 1'arthl.ins established

another Iranian empire to succeed the first Persian one, they

gave what support they could to the Jews in their struggles

against Hellenes and Romans; and it is in Jewish writings of

the Parthian period that a whole coherent group of Zoroastrian

doctrines appears. The hope of a national Messiah has become

one of the world Saviour; and in place of Sheol , the shadowy

underworld to which all alike must go at death. Heaven and lieli

are proclaimed: 'And then shall the pit of torment appear, and

over against it the place of refreshment. ihe furnace of Gehenna

shall be made manifest, and over against it the Paradise of de-

light' (IV Ezra 7.36). There also occur the first clear refer-

ences to the resurrection of the body, a belief rejected by the

Sadducees, as unscriptural innovation, but adopted by the Phari-

sees, whose name is explained by some as that of the 'Persians'

or ' Pers ianiser s
' . Despite opposition, this belief had become

part of general Jewish expectation, it seems, by the time of the

coming of Christ.

The Jews did not, however, adopt overtly the dualism which

is at the heart of Zoroaster's teachings, and which was evidently

too alien to their own concept of God to influence them con-

sciously. Nevertheless, the development of the concept of Satan,
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from being Cod's creature to being also his I ,mt, powerful

adversary, 'who ROcth about as a lion, seeking whoa lie may de-

vour,' would seem to owe much to Zoroaster's concepts of the Hos-

tile Spirit, whll« Lacking its doctrinal clarity; for the Jews

never abandoned their faith in the oran t pot en C* of God, with all

the perplexities which this necessarily brings.

Christianity "ppi-ars to have acquired what oris may now de-

fine as Zoroastrlan doctrines mainly from Judaism, rather than

directly; yet it si-ems that the verdict must stand uf R.C. Zaeh-

ner, a Roman Catholic who spent much of his 1 I :' c studying Zoro —

astrianisra. He concluded, writing a few years ago: 'Christianity

claims to be the heir of the prophets of I.sr.ict. If there is any

truth in thla claim, it is no less heir to the Prophj t of Iran,.

little though most Christians are aware of e he fact. 1 It is to

be hoped, therefore, that if students of ZurudtilrUnlsi can gra-

dually find themselves Bore united, and better able to define

the teachings of Zoroaster, so more scholars in a variety of

disciplines will draw on this material as part of t lit- heritage.

In historical terms, vf all three of Toynbee's ' Syriac* faiths.
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